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Knowledge Organisers

For every learning cycle, the key content for each subject is summarised into a knowledge organiser. Each cycle, all the knowledge
organisers are collated into a booklet which each student receives; these are the basis for revision home learning. Over the year students can
use knowledge organisers for revision of core knowledge and as a handy spelling and vocabulary reminder.
How to use the knowledge organiser booklet
Students should test themselves on the knowledge in their knowledge organiser; self-quizzing is one of the most effective revision strategies to
embed key knowledge. This encourages students to take ownership of their learning, and to support them in developing good learning habits.
Embedding this content and developing these habits ensure long-term success and effective retrieval from long-term memory. Students should
use the following methods to revise and test themselves.


Read, cover, write, check: students learn key information in their knowledge organisers by reading a small section, covering it up,
saying the definitions to themselves, writing out those key terms and definitions in their self-quizzing books, then checking to see if
they got them right. They should correct any errors in purple pen, then repeat the process.



Mind maps: students make a colourful mind map of all the core knowledge starting with a central theme and then building a network of
information branching out from the central theme.



Clock learning: students take a topic and break it into twelve categories making notes in each section of the clock then revise each
section for 5 minutes, turn over the sheet and then try and note down as much information as they can recall from one of the sections.



Question and answer flashcards: students create Q&A flashcards with a question on one side, and an answer on the other (or key
terminology on one side, and definitions on the other). They test themselves several times a week, and revise each card depending on
whether they got it right last time or not (can use Quizlet website)

Art Knowledge Organiser | Year 8 | Spring Term | Textiles Art | Memories | “ Looking back over my shoulder"
Key Concepts: Visual mind map, research and investigate historical and contemporary art sources, experiment using three compositional
structures through textiles arts.

Qualities of a good artist:
AO1 Develop your ideas through artist research
AO2 Experiment and refine using a wide range of
equipment and materials
AO3 Record purposeful ideas in your sketchbook
AO4 Present a reflective, meaningful final outcome
VISUAL
MINDMAP

Theme: Memories
Memories are things of the past
that trespass in the present and
future. They show growth, maturity
and every journey that we go
through when we’re growing up.
Memories shape who we are as a
people. Artist regularly portray
different aspects of childhood
memories and use the theme of
childhood in general through mixed
media processes.

a diagram in which
information is
represented visually,
with a central idea
placed in the middle

Contemporary Supporting Artist:
Debbie Symth

Genre Art: The pictorial representation in any
media (painting, drawing, sculpture etc.)
Textiles Art: a form of arts and crafts that use
plant, animal, or synthetic fibres to construct
practical or decorative objects.

PERSONAL RESEARCH

The investigation into
and study of artists
and sources in order
to establish facts and
reach new conclusions surrounding
the theme memories
and textiles

COLLAGE

is a piece of art that includes a
variety of materials. It often involves gluing paper, cloth, or
found objects onto a surface to
create a composition

Key Words

Manipulation

Is the skilful handling, controlling or
using of something or someone. Whether
it's the sculpture you made in art class or
how you convinced your friend to do your
homework — both are considered

Elements and Principles of A
(8)
LINE
are marks that span a distance between
two points

SHAPE
a 2-dimensional, enclosed area. Shapes
could be geometric, such as squares,
circles or triangles
FORM
is its shape, including its volume or
perceived volume. A 3D piece of artwork
has depth as well as width and height
SPACE
any area that an artist provides for a particular purpose. Space includes the background, foreground and middle ground
VALUE
is the degree of lightness and darkness in a
colour. The difference in values is called
contrast
COLOUR
is produced when light, striking an object,
is reflected back to the eye. There are
several properties to colour—hue, tint,
shade, tone and saturation

Art Analysis

TEXTURE
is used to describe how something on the
page feels or looks

Analysing an artists work means studying
the elements that make up an artwork.
Form, Context, Content, Mood, and link to
your project.

PATTERN
is an underlying structure that organises
surfaces or structures in a consistent,
regular manner .

Art Knowledge Organiser | Year 8 | Spring Term | Textiles Art | Memories | “ Looking back over my shoulder"
Key Concepts: Narratives/Tint, Tone, Shade/Art Analysis
Develop your artist research based on the ideas generated through the study of
Debbie Smyth and the reading book you have chosen. Experiment using a wide
range of mark making techniques using stitches and zig zags on paper. Record
purposeful ideas in your sketchbook that reflect the styles, techniques and memories
investigated. Present a reflective, meaningful final outcome using skills you have
developed.

Independent Homework Challenge :
Art Critic Week

To design and create a
Memory Box using
mixed media processes.
For example,
Cardboard, Collage , Wood, Paint,

Key Words
Primary Source
An object that you can touch,
feel or see
Secondary Source
A photograph, diary, letter or
work of art

Key Concepts: Development of Personal Research through Textiles Art

1. Describe

Constructive Criticism

allows the recipient the opportunity to hear from others about
their art practice affirming the things they do well and identifying
areas that may need improvement

Evaluation
Discussing art in
sequence
2. Analyse

Annotate
TALK ART
UP
3. Interpret

4. Judgment

a personal record of emotions connected to an
image in writing. What have you done? - How
have you done it? - What inspired you? - What
else did you try?- Is there anything you would
change?

Value Fibres
A tone bar that enables you to
show a range of value from light
to dark
Chine-Colle Technique
Chine-collé is a technique in
printmaking, in which the
image is transferred to a surface that is bonded to a heavier
support in the printing process
Composition
The arrangement/layout of
shapes/objects on the page
Proportion

Texture

Contemporary Artists: Jo Beattie

There are two types of texture, Tactile which you
can touch and Visual which you can see. Both
categories show the appearance, or consistency of
a surface. For example a wall, thread, fibres,
paper, or paint.

Development Idea
Selecting ideas, visual elements, compositions
and techniques from this initial work and
using them in new ways

The size and shape of one object in comparison to another
Positive Space

refers to the main focus or
subject matter of a picture
Negative Space
in art, it is the space around
and between the subject(s) of
an image
Tint, Tone, Shade
How dark or light an object is
when combined with white

Computing—Year 8 - Computational Logic Knowledge Organiser
Key vocabulary Definition
Logic

A system designed to perform a specific task
according to strict principles.

Logic Gates

The physical switches inside an electronic device
which are able to perform the calculations a
computer needs to carry out on electric signals.

Truth Table

Logic Gates
Logic Gates:
These gates take inputs (usually labelled A, B, C etc. and provide a single output.
Each gate is shown with its TRUTH TABLE.

AND Truth Table

AND Gate

Mathematical TRUE or FALSE.

Operator

A mathematical symbol in computing.

C (Output)

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

+

Addition [1+2 = 3]

-

OR Truth Table
A (input)

B (input)

C (Output)

0

0

0

1

0

1

Subtraction [2-1 = 1]

0

1

1

/

Division [5 / 2 = 2.5]

1

1

1

*

Multiplication [2 * 2 = 4]

^

Exponentiation, raising a number to the power of
e.g. [3^3 = 3 * 3 * 3 = 27 ]

DIV

B (input)

A tabular representation of the possible inputs
and outputs from a given logic gate, or collection
of gates.

Boolean

MOD

A (input)

Modulus division. To divide a number by
another , but only return the remainder e.g.
[10 MOD 3 = 1]
Integer Division. To divide a number by another,
but only return the number of full sets.
[10 DIV 3 = 3]

NOT Gate

OR Gate

NOT Truth Table
A (input)

C (Output)

0

1

1

0

Combined Gates: Logic gates can be combined in any order to provide a
range of computational possibilities. Inside a CPU, the physical switches
are logic gates, hence why computers can undertake complex instructions.

Bower Park Academy CPSHE Knowledge Organiser Year 8 SPRING: Terrorism,
Human Trafficking and Refugees.

Asylum seeker

An asylum seeker is someone who seeks asylum (safety) in a foreign country and has applied
to the government in the hope that they will be given refugee status.

Refugee

A refugee is someone who cannot live in their own country because they are afraid of being
abused or mistreated because of their religion, political beliefs or social behaviour. When
you are given refugee status by another country you are allowed to live in that country, safe
from harm.

Terrorism

The unlawful use of violence and intimidation, especially against civilians in the pursuit of
political aims.

Extremism
Fundamentalism
Wahabi Islam
Human Trafficking

A tendency to go to extremes especially in political or religious matters.
A strict belief that everything in the Bible – or any religious text – is completely true and
cannot be false.
An extreme and ultra-conservative form of Sunni Islam where punishments are extreme and
Muslims are policed to see how obedient they are to the Wahabi interpretation of Islam.
To be deceived or taken against your will, bought, sold and transported into slavery. For
forced labour, forced begging, sweat shops, removal of human organs or domestic servitude.

because they don’t agree
with specific laws
out of retaliation for
attacks on their
members/people

as revenge for
perceived/real
injustice

Why do
people
commit
acts of
terrorism?

because they want to change
the government

Myth

Why is this not accurate?

Asylum seekers take our
housing.

Asylum seekers cannot choose where they live. The housing they get is not paid for by the local
council. It is nearly always housing that other people do not want to live in.

Asylum seekers get lots of
money and special treatment
from the government.

Asylum seekers are not allowed to work while they are waiting for a decision on their case. They
get support from the government but it is only 70% of what UK citizens on benefits get.

Most of the world’s refugees
come to the UK. They are
swamping the country.

The UK is home to just 3% of the world’s refugees. Most of the world’s refugees are living in poor
countries in Africa and Asia. 0.3% of the UK’s population is made up of asylum seekers.

Asylum seekers are here
illegally.

There is no such thing as an ‘illegal’ asylum seeker. Under international law anyone has the right
to apply for asylum.

because they
want religious
freedom

because they want to
become
independent
from the rest of
the nation

Where is Syria located?

In the middle east, near to Lebanon,
Turkey and Iraq

When did the fighting
start in Syria?
Who is the President of
Syria?

2011

Who is the main rebel
group who wants to
control Syria?
Who does Russia
support?
What does Donald Trump
believe?
What happened in April
2018?

President Bashar Al-Asaad
Isis

President Al-Asaad
The President Al-Asaad used
Chemical weapons against his
people
USA, France and UK launched missile
attack on chemical weapons
factories in Syria

KEY CONCEPT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ZqxOb2tJIo

Shakespeare's; Romeo and Juliet
DESCRIPTION During this unit you will study Romeo and Juliet and have the opportunity to explore it practically.

Alongside this you will study the history of Shakespeare and how his influence was key to shaping theatre as we see it
today.

Key Knowledge:
Romeo and Juliet is classed as a tragedy in terms of genre
because of the genre conventions it contains. All of these
elements can be found in Romeo and Juliet
Tragic Hero
A main character cursed by fate and possessed of a tragic
flaw.
A Struggle Between Good and Evil
This struggle can take place as part of the plot or exist
within the main character. Romeo chooses a path of love
and peace for most of the play, but when he caves in to
familial pressures he kills his love’s cousin and sets the rest
of the play on a tragic course.
Catharsis
This is an emotional release from one of the characters.
Both Romeo and Juliet come to accept that they must die
by the end of the play, and the two families appear to
have moved past their feud due to the death of their
children.
Comic Relief
Mercutio and the Nurse offer a sense of comic relief in key
scenes involving Romeo and Juliet, although they both
make difficult choices that ultimately are essential in any
tragedy.

Key Language:
Antagonist - a person who actively opposes or is hostile to
someone or something; an adversary
Playwright - a person who writes plays.
Protagonist - the leading character or one of the major
characters in a play, film, novel, etc.
Tragedy- Tragedy is a form of drama based on human
suffering that invokes an accompanying catharsis or
pleasure in audiences.
Dramatic irony- Dramatic irony is when some of the
characters don’t know something that the audience does.
For instance, Juliet’s parents have no idea she has already
married Romeo in secret. It means we’re waiting for
certain events to occur and the tension is only increased
because of the naivety and lack of awareness from certain
characters.
Iambic pentameter and blank verse
Many characters in Shakespeare’s plays speak in iambic
pentameter (lines of 5 bars with 2 beats per bar, or
essentially 10 syllables a line). Most lines are delivered in
Blank verse which means they don’t contain rhyme. If
rhyme is ever used it is to emphasise or focus the
audience on one particular idea

YEAR 8 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER – DRAMA

Key Skills:
Script work
Literacy
Problem Solving
Sight Reading
Teamwork

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ui3k1wT2yeM

KEY CONCEPT

Verbatim Theatre; The Holocaust
DESCRIPTION; During this unit you will use real life accounts of victims and perpetrators of The Holocaust to create a
piece of Verbatim Theatre.

Key Knowledge:
Verbatim Theatre;
Verbatim theatre is a form of documented theatre in
which plays are constructed from the precise words
spoken by people interviewed about a particular event or
topic.
The Holocaust, also known as the Shoah, was the World
War II genocide of the European Jews. Between 1941 and
1945, across German-occupied Europe, Nazi Germany and
its collaborators systematically murdered some six million
Jews, around two-thirds of Europe's Jewish population.
Documentary Theatre
Documentary theatre is theatre that uses pre-existing
documentary material (such as newspapers, government
reports, interviews, journals, and correspondences) as
source material for stories about real events and people,
frequently without altering the text in performance.

Key Language:
Non-naturalistic-Non-naturalism is a broad term for all
performance styles that are not dependent on a life-like
representation of everyday life.
Theatrical style. There are four basic theatrical forms
either defined, implied, or derived by or from Aristotle:
Tragedy; Comedy; Melodrama; and Drama.
Ethical-Relating to beliefs about what is morally right and
wrong:
Structure-How a story is put together.
Chronologically-in order that events happen.
Cross Cutting-Cross-cutting (also called split-screen) is
a drama technique borrowed from the world of film
editing, where two scenes are intercut to establish
continuity.
Genre-what type of story a performance tells-each genre
has its own style and features.
Settings-Setting is the time and place (or when and where)
of the story.

YEAR 8 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER – DRAMA

Key Skills:
Empathy
Collaboration
Concentration
Focus
Imagination

Saul Bass/ Neville Brody
It is important to know designers that have been successful in the field. We can
emulate what they do and even improve on it.
Saul Bass was a famous graphic design know for the
simplicity of his work. He would simplify images and
texts to mere silhouettes that look like they were
cut by hand to create a sense of mystery. He was
most famous for designing film posters and opening
credit scenes for films.
Neville Brody was a highly experimental graphic designer
where he explored and invented typefaces (styles of
fonts). His most notable work would be for Nike, film
posters such as ‘Ocean’s 12’ and the font he event called
Times Modern used on times newspaper logo.

Perspective Drawing
Perspective drawings are used to show real life views of what products and
buildings might look like. This is usually used for presentation pieces to show to
your team or clients. There are a few simple rules must follow. However once you
understand how to create basic cubes and cuboids you will be draw just about
anything in 3D.
1.
2.
3.

Draw a horizon line
Plot two vanishing points on either
end of the horizon line
Draw a leading line to start
constructing your drawing.

Sustainable Forests- FSC
.
The Forest Stewardship Council is an
international non-profit, organisation
established in 1993 to promote
responsible management of the
world’s forests. The FSC does this by
setting standards on forest products,
along with certifying and labelling
them as eco-friendly.

New and Emerging Technology
Everyday we are able to bring out new amazing
technologies like the smart phone, tablets, electric
cars interactive whiteboards. This is due to the
continuous development in technology and
manufacturing techniques.
One of the key contributors to this has been the
growing use Computer Aided Design (CAD) and
Computer Aided Manufacture (CAM). This is where
we use computers to design our products and
computerised machines to make them. An example of
CAD would drawing nets using the 2D Design software.

KEYWORDS
FIT-FOR-PURPOSE / FOMR/ FUNCTION/ ECOLOGY /
PROMOTION / CULTURAL CONTEXT / HORIZON LINE /
PERSPECTIVE. CONSTRUCTION LINE / ITERATIVE/
PERPENDICULAR/ CAD / CAM / GRID / NET / GLUE TAB /

Year 8 Knowledge Organiser | Design and Technology | Graphics

Project: Film Poster

typography

film
classification

what is graphics?

health and safety in the classroom

Typography is the art
and technique of
arranging type to make
written language
legible, readable, and
appealing when
displayed. The
arrangement of type
involves selecting
typefaces, point sizes,
line lengths and
widths, line-spacing,
and letter-spacing.

In the UK, film
classification, is the
process of giving age
ratings and content
advice to films and
other audio-visual
media, such as music
videos, to help
adults, children and
families choose what
is right for them and
avoid what is not.

Graphics are visual images
or designs on a surface,
such as walls, canvas,
screens (e.g. phones or
computers), paper, card,
stone, plastic or metals to
inform, illustrate, or
entertain. In general,
graphics includes a
pictorial representation of
data, such as typesetting
and the graphic arts.

Always follow teacher instructions when using specific,
high risk tools such as scalpels. How do you use a scalpel
safely and correctly? Watch this Youtube video.

tools in the classroom

independent homework challenge

A scalpel is a knife with
a small, sharp, and
detachable blade. A
scalpel is used in
graphics to cut and score
on card and paper. Used in
conjunction with a cutting
mat and metal safety rule,
a scalpel can achieve a
more accurate cut as
opposed to using a pair of
scissors.

Develop a NEW graphic school
logo based upon the original
design and the aesthetic of one
of the designers listed to the
right. Your new graphic school
logo design needs to be A5 and
can be made out of any material.
This new logo will be placed
onto a Tote bag for you to
utilise in school.
due for the penultimate week of term

page layout
➢ Leave a 10 mm margin border
around the edge of your
page and objects on the
page, e.g., an image
➢ Place work on the page
before sticking it down
➢ Use a ruler to help you
measure out objects, images
and text
➢ Make use of all space on
your page
➢ Work in pencil first,
adding pen / material after
➢ Use appropriate drawing
tools, such as a ruler and
set square to aide you in
your design process
➢ Make information and text
(font) legible and clear
➢ Prototype - A4, Final - A3

keywords
Graphic Design
Typography
Colour Theory
Specification
ACCESSFM
Design Iterations
Design Ideas
Film Poster
Market Research

designers
Kate Moross
David Carson
Harry Beck
Aurélia Durand
Paul Rand
M.C. Escher

Year 8 Knowledge Organiser | Design and Technology | Graphics

specification and accessfm

Saul Bass
Saul Bass was an
American graphic
designer and filmmaker,
best known for his
design of movie title
sequences, film posters,
and corporate logos.
(b.1920, d. 1996)

colour theory
Colour theory is a term
used to describe the
collection of rules and
guidelines regarding the
use of colour in art
and graphic design. This
allows artists and
graphic designers to
achieve harmony in
their designs, knowing
that colour has purpose
in their work. Primary
colours:
Y
yellow, red and
O
G
blue. Secondary
R
B
colours: orange,
P
purple and green.

Project: Film Poster

A Specification is a detailed description of the design and materials used to make a product or
outcome. To help write a specification we use the abbreviation: ACCESSFM.
Aesthetics means What does the product look like? What is the Colour? Shape? Texture? Pattern?
Appearance? Feel? Weight? Style?
Cost means How much does the product cost to sell and/or buy? How much does it cost to buy? How
much does it cost to sell? How much do the different materials cost? Is it good value for money?

assessment
objectives
AO1 Identify and
investigate design
possibilities to
meet needs
AO2 Design and make
prototypes
AO3 Analyse and
evaluate design
decisions and
outcomes
AO4 Demonstrate and
apply knowledge and
understanding of
technical and
designing and making
principles

Customer means Who will buy or use your product? Who will buy it? Who will use it? What is their
age? Gender? What are their likes? Dislikes? Needs or preferences?

Environment means Will the product affect the environment? Is the product: Recyclable? Reusable?
Repairable? Sustainable? Environmentally friendly? There are 6Rs of design: Recycle/Reuse/
Repair/Rethink/Reduce/Refuse
Size means How big or small is the product? What is the size of the product in millimetres (mm)?
Is it the same size as similar products? Is it comfortable to use? Does it fit? Would it be
improved if it was bigger or smaller?
Safety means How safe is the product when it is used? Will it be safe for the customer to use?
Could they hurt themselves? What is the correct and safest way to use the product? What are the
risks, if any?
Function means How does the product work? What is the products job and role? What is it
needed for? How well does it work? How could it be improved? Why is it used in this way?
Material means What is the product made out of? What materials is the product made from?
Why were these materials used? Would a different material be better? How was it made?

YR8: RESISTANT MATERIAL
MOBILE PHONE HOLDER

Keywords:
Resistant materials- refer to a group of materials that are grouped together
because they show certain common characteristics
Design- A design is a plan or specification for the construction of an object or
system or for the implementation of an activity or process, and/or the result of
that plan or specification in the form of a prototype, product or process.
Analysis- Detailed examination of the elements or structure of something.
Recycling- The action or process of converting waste into reusable material.
Product analysis- Can take different forms but in general it means asking
questions about a product and forming answers. It can mean experts analysing a
product or members of the general public or potential customers/groups of
people. Product analysis can take place at almost any stage of the design
process.
Client- A client of a professional person or organisation is a person or company
that receives a service from them in return for payment
Sketching- make a rough drawing of.
Modelling- The activity of making three-dimensional models.
Planning- The process of making plans for something.
Prototype- a first or preliminary version of a device or vehicle from which other
forms are developed.
Software- The programs and other operating information used by a computer.
Process- A series of actions or steps taken in order to achieve a particular end.
Laser cutter- Laser machines for engraving, cutting and marking. Use
Trotec lasers to engrave wood, paper, plastics, textiles, metal and many other
materials.
3D sketching - mechanical CAD, sketching is the basis for creating 3D models.
While 2D sketching can be used to create extrusions, holes, paths and other
features, its restriction of drawing on a single plane is cumbersome, when
creating some complex shapes.

Information:
Access FM- ACCESS FM is a designers tool used to make you think about products in a critical
and analytical way. You need to think about each aspect and use the aspect to think about
questions to ask yourself.
AESTHETICS
Does the product look attractive? THINK shape, form, materials, size, beauty, ugliness
Why does it look attractive or ugly?
COST
What is the estimated cost of production?
What is the retail cost? Why does it cost this much?
CLIENT
Who is the product designed for?
How and where would they use it?
ENVIRONMENT
What is the product’s impact on the environment? THINK batteries, rethink, refuse, reduce,
reuse, recycle, life cycle.
SAFETY
How has the designer considered safety issues when designing the product?
SIZE
What size is it? THINK in millimetres and any thing else that can be measured e.g. volts, weight,
area, volume, density etc.
Is the product comfortable to use? THINK anthropometrics or ergonomics.
FUNCTION
How well does the product work?
Why does it work this way?
MATERIALS AND MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES
What is the product made from?
Would another type of material work better?

Universities/ College
• Manchester school of Art
• Da Montfort University
• Metropolitan University.

YR8: RESISTANT MATERIALS
MOBILE PHONE HOLDER
Language:- French

Jobs/ Careers
•
Lead Digital Designer
•
HP program coordinator graphic
design.
•
2D design Technician

Materials:

Identify- identifier
Explain- Explique
Generate-Produire
Different- differente
Countries:
Create- creer
Explore- explorer
Japan
Photographs- photographies
• Belongs to the continent of Asia.
Idea- idee
• Japanese is the official language.
Presentation- presentation.
• Japanese cuisine has become popular around the world.
• Sumo is the national sport of Japan.
Equipment:
• Japan sometimes suffers from acid rain.
Hammer

Plastic - Plastics is the term commonly used to describe a wide range of synthetic or semi-synthetic
materials that are used in a huge and growing range of applications. Everywhere you look, you will
find plastics. We use plastic products to help make our lives cleaner, easier, safer and more
enjoyable. We find plastics in the clothes we wear, the houses we live in, and the cars we travel in.
The toys we play with, the televisions we watch, the computers we use and the DVDs we watch all
contain plastics.

Nails
Sand paper
Belt sander
G- Clamp
Pencil
Pen
Paper
Copping saw
Pillar drill
Laser cutter
plastic

The term ‘’plastic’’ is derived from the Greek word ''plastikos'', meaning fit for moulding. This refers
to the material’s malleability, or plasticity during manufacture, which allows it to be cast, pressed, or
extruded into a variety of shapes - such as films, fibres, plates, tubes, bottles, boxes, and much more.

Holland
• Dutch people are the tallest in the world.
• More than quarter of Netherlands is below sea level.
• They love their coffee
• Largest beer exporter in the world
• Turkish tulip.

France
• Capital city is Paris
• Language spoken is French
• Situated in western Europe
• French is one of romance language
• French is the second most popular language
studied after English.

Plastics are organic materials, just like wood, paper or wool. The raw materials used to produce
plastics are natural products such as cellulose, coal, natural gas, salt and, of course, crude oil. Plastics
have become the modern material of choice because they make it possible to balance today’s needs
with environmental concerns.

Plastics are extremely versatile materials and are ideal for a wide range of consumer and industrial
applications. The relatively low density of most plastics gives plastic products the advantages of light
weight. And, although most have excellent thermal and electrical insulation properties, some plastics
can be made to conduct electricity when required. They are corrosion resistant to many substances
which attack other materials, making them durable and suitable for use in harsh environment.
Designers/ Artists:
Steve Jobs
Inventor and business man
Founder of apple.
Creative millionaire.
Born in USA
Loved fishes and vegetables

Cluade Monet
French painter
Creating a range of different paintings.
Outdoor painting was his favourite.

Jackson Pollock
American painter
He was noticed for his pouring and splashing
of paints.

Y8 French Knowledge Organiser Spring - T’es branché(e)
À la télé

On tv

Je regarde...

I watch..

Les dessins animés

Cartoons

Les documentaires

documentaries

Les émissions de sport

Sports programmes

Les émissions de télé-réalité

Reality TV shows

Les émissions musicales

Music shows

Les infos

The news

Les jeux télévisés

Game shows

La météo

Series

Les séries

Series

Les séries policières

Police series

Les séries américaines

American series

Mon émission préférée c’est…
J’adore
J’aime bien
Je n’aime pas
Je ne regarde jamais

My favourite
program is…
I love
I like
I don’t like
I never watch

Je ne rate jamais

I never miss

Les films

Films

J’aime

I like

Je suis fan de
Je ne suis pas fan de

I am a fan of
I am not a fan of

J’ai une passion pour les

I have a passion for

J’ai horreur des

I really dislike

Je déteste

I hate

Les comédies

Comedies

Les films d’amour

Romantic films

Les films d’action

Action films

Les films d’arts martiaux

Que’st-ce que tu
lis ?

What are you
reading?

Je lis…

I’m reading

une BD

A comic book

un livre sur les
animaux

A book on animals

un livre d’épouvante

A horror story

Martial-arts films

un magazine sur les
célébrités

A magazine about
celebrities

Les film d’aventure

Adventure films

un manga

A manga

Les films fantastiques

Fantasy films

Les films de science-fiction

Science- fiction films

un roman fantastique

A fantasy novel

Mon acteur préféré c’est

My favourite actor is

un roman policier

A thriller

Mon film préféré c’est

My favourite film is

un roman d’amour

A love story

Sur internet

On the internet

J’envoie des e-mails

I send emails

Je fais beaucoup de choses

I do lots of things

Je fais de recherches pour mes
devoirs

I do research for my homework

Je fais des achats

I buy things

Je fais de quiz

Les mots essential
Assez

High frequency
words
Quite

Aussi

Also

Car

Because

Comme

As

Et

And

I do quizzes

Mais

But

Je joue à des jeux en ligne

I play games online

Trés

Very

Je mets à jour ma page perso

I update my homepage

Un peu

A bit

Parce que

Because

Je vais sur mes sites préférés

I go onto my favourite sites

Par exemple

For example

Je vais sur de blogs

I go onto blogs

Surtout

Above all

Je vais sur des forums

I go onto forums

Les opinions

Opinions

À mon avis, c’est

In my opinion, it is..

Je pense que c’est

I think it is

Je trouve ça

I find it..

amusant

Funny

assez bien

Quite good

barbant

Boring

chouette

Excellent

éffrayant

Frightening

Émouvant

Boring

Génial

Great

Intéressant

Interesting

Nul

Boring

Passionnant

Passionate

Pratique

Practical

Stupide

Hier soir

Last night

J’ai discuté

I disscussed/ chatted

J’ écouté la radio

I listened to the radio

J’ai joué à des jeux en ligne

I played games online

J’ai posté des photos

I posted photos

J’ai regardé la télé/des clips vidéo

I watched TV/ video clips

J’ai surfé sur internet

I surfed the net

J’ai tchatté sur MSN

I chatted on MSN

J’ai téléchargé des chansons

I downloaded some songs.

Les adjectifs

Expression of time and frequency
D’habitude

Usually

De temps en temps

From time to time

En ce moment

At the moment

Quelquefois

Sometimes

Stupid

Souvent

Often

Formidable

Great

Tou le jours

Everyday

Idiot

Stupid

Une ou deux fois par mois

Once or twice a month

Sequencers
Après (le diner)

After(dinner)

Avant(de me coucher)

Before( I go to bed)

D’abord

First

Ensuite

Next

Puis

Then

Un peu plus tard

A bit later

Asking questions

Y8 French Knowledge Organiser Spring - Le monde est petit
J’habite…

I live…

Nous habitons ….

We live….

Le temps

The weather

En hiver/
en été

In winter/
in summer
It’s windy

dans un village

In a village

au bord de la mer

By the sea

Il fait beau

It’s nice weather

Il y a du vent

dans une ville.

In a town

sur une île.

On an island

Il fait mauvais

It’s bad weather

Il y a du
brouillard.

It’s foggy

dans une grande ville

In a big town/city

dans le désert.

In the desert

Il fait chaud.

It’s hot weather

Il y a des orages

It’s stormy

à la campagne

In the countryside

En France

In France

Il fait froid

It’s cold weather

Il pleut.

It’s raining/It rains

à la montagne

In the mountains

En Angleterre

In England

Il y a du soleil

It’s sunny

Il neige.

It’s snowing/it
snows

Dans ma région ll y a

In my region there is/are…

On peut

You can

On doit/je dois

We must/I must

un appartement

A flat

manger des crêpes.

Eat pancakes

Ma sœur / Mon frère doit

My sister/brother must

un bâtiment

A building

visiter les monuments

Visit historic monuments

garder ma sœur.

Look after my sister
Look after my brother

garder mon frère

historiques.
un champ

A field

visiter des grottes.

Visit caves

ranger ma chambre.

Tidy my room

un jardin public

A park

aller au cinéma.

Go to the cinema

rapporter l’eau.

Collect the water

un lac

A lake

aller à la plage.

Go to the beach

laver la voiture.

Clean the car

un magasin

A shop

aller en ville.

Go to town

faire la cuisine.

Do the cooking

une forêt

A forest

faire les magasins.

Go shopping

faire la vaisselle.

Do the washing up

une montagne

A mountain

faire du canoë-kayak.

Do canoeing

faire la lessive.

To the washing

une plage

A beach

faire des randonnées

Do hiking

nourrir les animaux.

Feed the animals

une rivière

A river

faire du ski

Do skiing

son frère / sa sœur

His/her brother/sister

un(e) touriste

A tourist

Nager dans la mer

Swim in the sea

On ne doit pas

We must not

Ma journée

My day

j’ai déménagé

I’ve moved

Mots clés

Key words

Je me lève.

I get up

un appartement

A flat

un copain / une copine

A friend

Je prends le petit déjeuner

I have breakfast

une maison

A house

un(e) voisin(e)

A neighbour

Je me douche

I have a shower

un salon

A living room

un petit ami

A boy friend

Je me coiffe

I do my hair

un bureau

An office

une petite amie

A girl friend

Je m’habille.

I get dressed

une cuisine

A kitchen

Le main

In the morning

Je me lave les dents.

I brush my teeth

une chambre

A bedroom

Pendant la journée

During the day

Je quitte la maison.

I leave the house

un collège

A school

Le soir

In the evening

Je me couche.

I go to bed

un gymnase

A gym

D’habitude

Usually

Adjectives and verbs
C’est

It is

très

Very

c’était

it was

trop

Too

ça va être

it’s going to be

Je vais

I go

tranquille / calme

calm

Je vais aller

I’m going to go

ennuyeux

boring

Je suis allé(e)

I went

animé

lively

Je fais

I do

joli

Pretty

Je vais faire

I’m going to do

Divertissant

Entertaining

J’ai fait

I did

journée?

Beau/belle/bel

Beautiful

Je nage

I swim

Nouveau/nouvelle/

New

Je vais nager

I’m going to
swim

Qu’est-ce que tu vas faire le
weekend prochain?

What are you going to do this
weekend ?

Qu’est-ce que tu as fait le
weekend dernier ?

What did you do last weekend ?

Nouvel
Vieux/vielle/vieil

Old

J’ai nagé

I swam

Où habites-tu ?
Quel temps fait-il ?
C’est comment en été/en hiver?
Elle est comment ta région?
Qu’est-ce qu’on doit faire pour
aider à la maison?
À quelle heure est-ce que tu te
lèves?

Where do you live?
What’s the weather like?
What is it like in summer/winter ?
What is your region like ?
What do you have to do to help at
home ?
What time do you get up ?

Qu’est-ce qu’on peut faire ici?

What can you do here ?

Qu’est-ce que tu fais pendant la

What do you duo during the day ?

The area where the sea meets the
shore is known as the coastline

Coastlines are exciting, dramatic
places, as this barrier faces a
constant battle against the sea from
erosion and from weathering.
Nowhere in the UK is more than
113 km away from the sea. The sea
brings many positives for people,
such as jobs from fishing, sea
transport at ports, and tourism

Geomorphology is the study of how the coastline changes. Geomorphic
processes change how the world looks through actions such as weathering,
erosion, transportation, and deposition.
Erosion

Process by which rocks are worn down and moved elsewhere

Weathering

The breakdown of rocks by elements of weather

transportation

The movement of beach material by the waves

deposition

When sediment is dropped
✓
✓
✓
✓

Formation of coasts, arches and
stacks
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Hydraulic action creates
cracks in the headland
Over time the hydraulic
action causes the crack to
become deeper
This creates a cave, this may
eventually break through
This creates an arch. The
arch will eventually become
bigger and collapse
This leaves a stack. Forces of
erosion turn the stack into a
stump

How coasts change depends not
only on the processes, but also
on the geology (or rock-type) of
the area. Rock, which is
relatively hard, means it is
stronger than surrounding rocks,
and can resist erosion by the sea
for longer.

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
Processes of transportation

GEOGRAPHY

Types of wave
Waves are formed by the wind blowing over the sea. Friction with
water surface causes ripples to form. The energy of the wave is
determined by the strength and duration of the wind and the
distance of open water the wind blows over called the fetch.

Destructive
High waves
Erodes/destroys
(takes
beach away)
Strong backwash
Weak swash – little
forward motion
Constructive
Low waves
Long distance between
waves
Builds beach (put sand on
the beach)
Strong swash
Weak backwash

Deposition

There are two categories of coastal
management to ‘hold the line’:
• Hard engineering – which is usually more
expensive and involves more dramatic physical
structures and changes.
• Soft engineering – which usually involves
trying to work more closely with nature and is
usually cheaper.
Coastal engineers, councils, residents and the
Environment Agency work together to analyse a
coastline, determine the risk and the costs of
not protecting it, and calculate whether the
benefits outweigh the costs. This is based on
the social, economic and environmental value
of a location. They need to consider which
approach is sustainable
.

When the waves no longer have the energy to carry
the material that has been eroded and transported
along the coast, it is deposited. Small material, such
as sand, can float in the water for longer, but larger
material is deposited sooner. These deposits build up
and, over time, beaches are formed. Beaches
continue to evolve as erosion and transportation
continues, and the cycle of ‘break it ¤ move it ¤
make it’ carries on. This can lead to other landforms
being created such as spits, bars and tombolos.
These landforms are all created due to deposition.
They are also vulnerable to change (and to erosion
and destruction) by waves and longshore drift,
unless they are protected.

Longshore drift
1 The prevailing wind pushes a wave up the
beach, picking up beach material in the swash.
2 The backwash drags this material back down
the beach.
3 Another wave picks up beach material and
moves it up the beach again.
4 The backwash moves material back off the
beach.
5 The whole process keeps repeating, moving
material back up and down the beach over and
over, eventually moving it along the beach until
it meets a barrier. This is longshore drift. It can
even move material around headlands.
Holderness (UK) - Coastal management
Mappleton – 50 homes
Economy – tourism, fishing
Erosion at 1-2m/year
1991 - £2 million boulder wall and 2 stone
groynes to protect Mappleton but created more
erosion south – Sue Earle’s farm
Stone gabion – Hornsea
Groynes and revetments - Easington
Cliff contouring and grass planted

The use and value of landforms
Beaches, spits, bars and tombolos are all used by people for different reasons. All over the world, coastlines are used for varied social, economic and
environmental purposes including fishing, sailing, tourism, residences, adventure sports, or just walking the dog! Such landforms are also popular with
wildlife; birds and seals in particular flock to these habitats. When coastal engineers, planners and the Environment Agency study the coast they must look at
its value. This is important when deciding if an area needs protecting.

GEOGRAPHY

Facts about Asia
Asia and Europe are joined. It stretched from the equator to the arctic
circle. It is the world’s largest continent by both area and population. It is
made up of 49 countries and is a diverse area; this means it has a great
variety, both of physical landscapes and of people from different cultures
and religions.
In the past 50 years. The population has grown to over 4.3 billion people
– over half of the world’s population! More than half of this population
are found in just two countries: China and India, which are becoming
important to the global economy. Cities are also growing rapidly in many
Asian countries.
Case Study: India – monsoon climate
Climate:

● Monsoon months: June to September
● It brings three-quarters of India’s yearly rain,
which is vital for life and food production
● Over 50 per cent of people are employed in
agriculture
● 1.4 billion people rely directly on agriculture
● India grows 100 million tons of rice and
grain each year
● India has more land for growing rice than
any other country
● Agriculture produces 15 per cent of India’s $
1.83 trillion GDP.

Learn ….
Location of China, India, Russia and
Saudi Arabia.
Deforestation in Nepal

Case study: Nepal – mountain biome

Causes

Population is increasing
rapidly. It has doubled in
30 years. People use the
trees to burn as firewood
and clear areas to grow
crops, and remove trees
further up the valley.

Issues

The heavy monsoon rains
from June to September
erode the land more
quickly without the
protective cover of trees

Mountain, or alpine, biomes are
found in mountain regions
worldwide, including the Andes, Alps,
and Rocky Mountains. The alpine
biome usually lies between an
altitude of about 10,000 feet (3,000
metres), and the place where the
snowline of a mountain begins. These
are cold environments, with lots of
steep slopes and thin soils, making it a
tough place for plants to live. Most
plants are small ground-cover plants,
which grow and reproduce slowly.

GEOGRAPHY

Case Study: Bangladesh - flooding
Flooding

In Southern Asia, as you have discovered, millions of people rely on the annual monsoons
and flooding for agriculture. However, when flooding is greater than expected millions of
people are put at risk.

Causes

Deforestation – trees are no longer there to stop rapid run-off
Monsoon – heavy, prolonged rain.
Confluence of rivers – rivers meet increasing amount of water and making it more likely to
flood.
Cyclones – massive storms
80% of land is less than 1m above sea level.

Effects

31 million people effected. Lost homes, farmland and jobs. 1.5 million homes lost along
with thousands of schools, hospital, roads and bridges.

Population of Asia
Sixty per cent of the world’s population lives in Asia (4.4 billion). Over half of this population is in two
countries in Asia: China (1.4 billion) and India (1.3 billion). Not only is the population diverse, but it is
dynamic and changing! However, the distribution of population across Asia is unevenly spread.
Afghanistan fights population growth with birth control - The Afghan government is trying to stop a
booming population by promoting birth control. Afghanistan’s population of 30 million will double in as
many years, hindering opportunities for economic growth in one of the world’s poorest countries.
Afghan women manage to have 6.3 children on average over their lifetime. Using contraceptives would
be extremely difficult in Afghanistan, which is a conservative Muslim society.
Japan’s shrinking population - Decades of improving life expectancy and falling birth rates have
produced a rapidly aging and shrinking population. It’s population of 127 million is forecast to shrink by
about one-third in the next 50 years. The proportion of over-64-year-olds is expected to reach 38 per
cent. This places a massive financial and care burden on the working-age population. The government
has also allowed an increase in the number of overseas workers to more than a million.
Reasons for economic growth in China

Urbanisation – rise of slums

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Labour supply
Poverty reduction
Large percentage of female workers
Investment in infrastructure
Natural resources
Political system
Location

As Bangalore (a city in India) has grown, land
there has become more expensive. Many of the
migrants from villages don’t have a good
education and rely on manual labour. Although
they can get more regular and better paid work
than in their villages, they can’t afford to rent a
home. They are forced to make their own homes
on the streets. As more and more people have
arrived in Bangalore, new slum settlements have
quickly formed on any available waste land. Often
they form on land used illegally, where they can
remain for decades. Although there is often a
strong community within the slums, life is also
difficult and uncertain, as inhabitants can often
be evicted without warning.

Birth rate

Wide base – BR
is high

Narrow base – BR
is low

Death rate

Triangle shape –
high DR

Straight sides –
low DR

Life
expectancy

Short pyramid –
low life
expectancy

Tall pyramid –
high life
expectancy

No other continent has
seen greater levels of
economic growth in the
last twenty years than Asia.
China and India now rank
in the top ten countries for
global wealth. This growth
has been called the ‘Asian
Miracle’.

The balance of world trade describes the
movement of imports and exports across the
world. This balance is now moving eastwards.
For example, in 1995, the USA had captured
nearly 25 per cent of global trade in hi-tech
goods, while China had only 3 per cent. By
2005, the US share had fallen to 15 per cent,
while China’s share had risen to 15 per cent

Improving slums:
A bottom-up approach
One way lives can be improved for people living in slums is by small-scale projects which work with the
community. The Urban Ultra Poor Program (UUPP) was set up by Elaine Ghosh, a mother in Bangalore.
So far, 1,500 families have been supported through this programme. These strategies are often
described as bottom-up approaches as they work to achieve the needs of the slum dwellers.
Integrated Housing and Slum Development Programme
● The Government of India, New Delhi has approved 25 projects for Karnataka constructing 13,000
houses with a cost of £ 324 million. The scheme will include redeveloping slum housing to create cheap
affordable housing.
● The basic objective of the scheme is to strive for slumless cities with healthy living and a good
environment, by providing adequate shelter and basic infrastructure facilities to the slum dwellers of
the identified urban areas.

GEOGRAPHY
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Life in Africa before the Slave Trade
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Many European people in this period knew very little about
Africa. To them, it was a strange and mysterious place. In
fact, many white Europeans believed African people were
inferior to them. This , of course, is very inaccurate. Africa
was a highly civilised part of the world with very rich and
diverse cultures. Apart from the highly skilled artists, Africa
has many different types of climate ranging from rain forest
to grasslands to deserts.

Key Topics: The Atlantic Slave Trade
Course Introduction & Life in Africa
This half-term we shall be learning about the Atlantic Slave
trade. European traders would travel from Europe to Africa &
sell goods. The traders would then take as many slaves as they
could fit in their boats across the Atlantic Ocean to the Americas where these men, women and children would be sold. The
traders would then return to Europe to sell all the goods that
the slaves had been growing on the plantations.

However, White European traders took at least 12 million
black Africans between 1532 and 1832. Some Historians
believe that up to 20 million black Africans were taken as
slaves.
Topic-specific Terminology:

In this course, you will investigate the life of a slave from being
capture to being sold in the Americas...

Slave

A person who legally belongs to somebody else
and is forced to work for them.

Capture: People became slaves in many ways. White
Europeans simply kidnapped many men, women and children
from Africa. Others ways included being sold, as a form of
punishment and some were simply born into slavery. Some
Africans actually chose to become slaves to escape their life of
poverty.

Slaver

A ship used for the transport of slaves

Barracoon

A structure in which black slaves were
imprisoned for a time

Middle
passage

The journey slavers made from Africa to the
Americas

Plantation

A farm on which crops (coffee, sugar, tobacco)
are grown.

Lynched

To kill somebody for an alleged offence
without having evidence or a trial

The Middle Passage: Once captured, slaves would be taken to
the coast and then made to board a slaver to begin their
journey to the Americas. This journey would have been horrific
for those captured as they would be chained up in very packed
conditions (see diagram) for weeks on end. They would receive
very basic food and drink and disease spread easily. Any slave
who caught a disease was simply thrown overboard to drown.

The auction: Once in America, the slaves would be taken to the
auction block to be sold. White plantation owners would
inspect the slaves like they were animals and then bid to buy
the fittest slaves. Families were often split up completely. Male
slaves cost more than female slaves.
Life in the Americas: Once the slaves had been sold, their
masters would put them to use in various jobs. Most slaves
would be forced to work, almost to exhaustion, on the
plantation fields. Other slaves might be forced to become
maids, butlers or servants. Slaves were treated brutally and
many did try to escape.

Key Historical Words:
Atlantic
Ocean

The body of water that separates Europe and
Africa with the Americas.

Trade

The action of buying and selling goods

Motive

The reason/purpose for doing something

Own Knowledge: What do we know about the topic that
agrees or disagrees with the information in the source?

Auction

A public sale where items are sold to the
highest bidder

Provenance: Where does the source come from and what
is the purpose. Does this make it more or less useful?

Quota

A fixed amount

Inferior

Lower in position/not as important.

How to analyse utility of sources in History; Use COPS
Content: What does the source actually tell us? Use examples from the source.

Summarise: Overall, is the source useful or not? What is it
useful for and why?
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Yr 8 Music
Knowledge
Organiser

help

Year 8

Year 8 Spring Term 2.
Samba and drumming.

Yr 8 Religious Education Spring 1
Christian Beliefs
Parables of Jesus
Keyword

Jesus used parables to make his message clear to everyone. The parable of the lost son:

The parable of the prodigal son begins with the younger
of two sons asking his father to give him his share of the
estate. The father executes the sons request by dividing
the property between them and gives it to his youngest son. The youngest son then packs together
all of his belongings and leaves his father’s home to live in a distant country. During the son’s time
away from his father’s home, he lived his life immaturely and spent his money living a wild life. The
son lived this way until a famine hit the country and he had no money left from his inheritance. He
does not go back to his dad because he thought he had disowned him for his actions regarding his
inheritance and his departure. He then works on a pig’s farm but does not earn much, so he decided
to go home. His father welcomes him warmly but his elder brother is upset because he has been
forgiven after all he did. The moral of the parable is forgiveness.
Parable: Is a story
with a moral

Miracles of
Jesus
Keyword:

Jesus performed three types of miracles. Healing, raising
people from the dead and power over nature. One of his
healing miracles is the healing of a paralysed man.
One day Jesus was teaching, and Pharisees and teachers
Miracle: Is
when something happens and of the law were sitting there. They had come from every
there is no scientific explana- village in Galilee and from Judea and Jerusalem. In addition for it
tion, the power of the Lord was with Jesus to heal the
sick. Some men came carrying a paralyzed man on a mat
and tried to take him into the house to lay him before Jesus. When they could not find a way to do
this because of the crowd, they went up on the roof and lowered him on his mat through the tiles into
the middle of the crowd, right in front of Jesus. Because the man and his friends had faith, Jesus
decided to start the healing process by forgiving the man's sins.
The Pharisees and the teachers of the law began thinking to themselves, 'Who is this fellow who
speaks blasphemy? Who can forgive sins but God alone?'
Jesus knew what they were thinking and asked, 'Why are you thinking these things in your hearts?
Which is easier: to say, 'Your sins are forgiven,' or to say, 'Get up and walk'? But I want you to know
that the Son of Man has authority on earth to forgive sins.'
Therefore, he said to the paralyzed man, 'I tell you, get up, take your mat and go home.'

Parable of the
good
Samaritan

The parable of the Good Samaritan is a parable told by Jesus. It
is about a traveller who is stripped of clothing, beaten, and left half
dead alongside the road. First a priest and then a Levite comes
by, but both avoid the man. Finally, a Samaritan happens upon
the traveller.
The moral of the parable is to love your neighbour as you love
yourself

Jesus also performed nature miracles. One of them is the stilling of the
storm:

Nature miracle:
Stilling of the storm

After preaching to large crowds near the Sea of Galilee, Jesus and
his disciples took a boat to the opposite shore to find some time to
rest. As they crossed the sea, a storm with winds so great that the
disciples thought they would die. Jesus was below deck sleeping
throughout the storm and the disciples rushed to wake him and ask
why he did not care. Jesus woke and told the storm to be still and the winds stopped immediately. The disciples were shocked and still lacked faith that Jesus was the Son of God
who "even the winds and water obey."

Jesus also raised people from the dead. One of the miracles of raising people from the dead is that of
Jairus daughter.
Jairus was desperate. His daughter was dying. However, he was not hopeless. He had faith that Jesus
could heal her. Moments after finding Jesus and begging Him for help, the two men set out toward
Jairus’ house. When Jesus arrived at Jairus’ home, friends and family members were sobbing because
Jairus’ precious daughter had died. Everyone believed that Jesus got there too late. However, Jesus’
timing is perfect! Because of his late arrival, Jairus and his wife
would learn something they did not already know. Previously, Raising people
they were sure that Jesus could heal the sick; now they would from the dead:
see that Jesus could raise the dead.
Healing of Jairus
daughter

Year 8 Science – Earth and its Atmosphere
Lesson 1- The Earth
71% of our Earth is covered in water with the remaining 29%
covered in land. Even under all this water is rock, known as the sea
bed.
1% of Earth, tectonic
plates,

Lesson 2- Igneous Rocks
Rocks are solid at room temperature. They are made
of grains that fit together. Each grain in a piece of rock is made
from a mineral.
The inside of the Earth is very hot - hot enough to melt rocks.
Molten (liquid) rock is called magma. When the magma cools
enough, it solidifies and igneous rock forms.

Largest section

71% of our Earth is covered in water
the
Verywith
hot, liquid,
magnetic
remaining 29% covered in land.
Iron, solid,
Did you know.?
At the start of Earth, all of the
countries were joined as one large
land mass called Pangea. As tectonic
plates moves, the rocks separated
Lesson 6 –Movement of Rocks
Aspects of the environment can also causes rocks to move to different
places.
• A river carries, or transports, pieces of broken rock as It
flows along.
• When it settles at the bottom of a lake it has bee deposited.
• The deposited rocks form layers of sediment.
• The weight of sediment compacts it.
• The crystals stick together known as cementation.

Extrusive igneous
rocks form from
magma that erupted
onto the surface
as lava, where it
cooled quickly. There
was not much time
for the grains to
form so they become
small grains.

Lesson 5– Weathering
Over years, all rocks will experience weathering. Weathering is
the process of rocks changing due to their environment.

Carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas.
With more carbon dioxide in our
atmosphere surrounding the Earth,
more heat is trapped which causes
the Earth temperature to increase.
This can have cause ice caps to melt,
sea levels to rise and many plants/
animals to die.

Sedimentary rocks contain
rounded grains in layers. The
oldest layers are at the bottom
and the youngest layers are at
the top. Sedimentary rocks may
contain fossils of animals and
plants trapped in the sediments
as the rock was formed.
Examples of sedimentary rock
are:
Chalk, limestone, shale,
sandstone
Lesson 4 – Metamorphic Rocks
Metamorphic rocks are formed from other rocks that are
changed because of heat or pressure.
Earth movements can cause
rocks to be deeply buried or
squeezed. As a result, the rocks
are heated and put under
great pressure. They do not
melt, but the minerals they
contain are changed chemically,
forming metamorphic rocks.

The weathering of rocks by
chemicals is called chemical
weathering, E.g- Acid rain

Biological weathering is
caused by animals and
plants. Eg- rabbits burrow
into a crack in a rock,
making it bigger and
splitting the rock.
Lesson 7 – Global Warming
For a while we have been aware of how human actions are affecting
our planet. Yearly trends show that the average global temperature
is increasing; known as global warming. At the same time our
release of some gases, in particular carbon dioxide, is also
increasing.

Intrusive igneous
rocks form from
magma that cooled
slowly, deep
underground.
Grains have time to
form so large
grains are found.

Lesson 3 – Sedimentary Rocks
Sedimentary rocks are formed from the broken remains of other
rocks that become joined together. As rocks are transported and
crushed together (see lesson 6) these new rocks are formed from
older rocks.

Physical weathering is caused
by physical processes such as
changes in temperature,
freezing and thawing, and the
effects of wind, rain and waves.

Key Word Definitions
Atmosphere – layer of gases surrounding the Earth
Biological Weathering- change to rocks causes by plants or
animals
Cementation- rock crystals sticking together
Chemical Weathering- changes to rocks caused by chemicals
Compact- pressure pushing rock grains together
Deposit-rocks that settle in a new place
Grains- Piece of rock made from minerals
Igneous- type of rock caused by molten rock cooling

Examples of metamorphic rocks are:
Marble from limestone, Slate from Shale, sandstone to Quartzite

Molten- liquid rock
Metamorphic- rocks formed from other rocks due to pressure or
heat
Physical Weathering- changes to rock caused by physical
processes
Sedimentary- rock layers formed from broken rocks being
pushed together.
Transported- rocks moved to another place
Weathering- Where environment causes changes to rocks.

Year 8 Science – Feeding and Moving
Lesson 1- Balanced Diet
Having a balanced diet means that we eat all food groups in the
right amount. This will keep you healthy and prevent illnesses.
Did you know..?
Michael Phelps (Olympic
Carbohydrates
Vegetables and
swimmer) eats 12,000
Bread, potato, rice
minerals
calories a day when
competing! Men should
eat 2500 calories a day!

Protein
Meat, fish,
beans, eggs

Fat

Dairy
Milk, cheese

Protein

Biuret-Purple

Fat

Ethanol-Cloudy

Starch

Iodine-Black

Glucose

Benedict'sOrange

Lesson 2- Diet Related Illnesses
Eating a poor, unbalanced diet can lead to many diseases and
illnesses. Below are some common ones and their causes.
Tooth
Decay
Lots of
sugar/acid
Teeth and gums rot,
bacteria enter,
abscess, pain

Obesity
Excess fat
and sugar
Weight gain,
Painful bones, bone sweating,
pain, tired,
fracture, stunted
growth, muscle pain heart disease

Rickets
Lack of
Vitamin D

Lesson 7 – The Skeletal and Muscular System
We often only think about our bones when we break them. However,
they have really important uses!
Bones cant move on their own,
they need muscles which are
Our skeleton:
connected to bones by tendons
1) Helps us to move
2) Gives us shape
Cranium protects the
3) Provides structure
brain, ribcage protects
4) Provides protection
the lungs and heart,
for organs
5) Produces blood cells
Did you know..?
Adults contain 206 bones
but babies have 270
Your long bones (femur and
bones; they fuse together
humerus) contain bone
after growth!
marrow which produce red
blood cells

Anaemia
Lack of
Iron

Mouth
Chews food to break
down, amylase (enzyme)

Oesophagus
Transports food to
stomach

Fatigue, rapid heart
rate, dizziness,
struggle to breath

Small Intestine
Absorbs nutrients into
blood, thin microvilli
increases surface area for
more absorption

Stomach
Hydrochloric acid,
enzymes, churns food

Kwashiorkor
Lack of protein
Swelling, fatigue,
weakness,
diarrhoea,
loss of
muscle

Lesson 5– Gas Exchange

Lesson 6 – Factors affecting gas exchange
Your lifestyle can effect how well gas exchange happens in your body.
This is what makes some people ‘fitter’ than others.
Exercise
Smoking
When you exercise your
Regular smoking lowers your
muscles need more oxygen to
lungs ability to expand and
respire more and gain more
take in oxygen, making some
energy. Your breathing and
feel short of breath. Your
heart rate increase (go up) to
lungs also fill with harmful
take in more oxygen.
substances.
Passive smoking
(taking in smoke
Regular exercise
from someone else)
lowers your resting
is just as dangerous
heart and breathing
Did you know..? as actively smoking
rate

Scurvy
Lack
of
Vitamin C
Painful joints and
muscles, gums rot,
diarrhoea, bleeding

Lesson 3 – The Digestive System
Your digestive system digests (breaks down) all your food and
absorbs what your body needs.

The muscles in your body need oxygen to respire and gain energy.
Your muscles rely on the blood bringing the oxygen. But how
does the oxygen get from the air to the blood and then to the
muscles?
The end of your lungs have millions of
grape like structures called Alveoli. They
are surrounded by capillaries which
bring blood. Oxygen diffuses from the
alveoli to the blood in the capillaries,
which takes it around the body.
Alveoli are thin, wet
Carbon dioxide diffuses the opposite
and have a large
way to be exhaled.
surface area to
speed up diffusion
Look up diffusion in the keywords list

Anus
Removes any waste
products from the body

Large Intestine
Removes water,
hardens
indigestible food

Lesson 4 – The Respiratory System
Your respiratory system takes in oxygen from the air that we
inhale and passes it to the blood. We also exhale carbon
dioxide which is a toxic gas out body needs to get rid of.
Nose and Mouth
Inhales air
Larynx
Voice box

Trachea
Transports air to the lungs

Lungs
A complex system of
Rib Cage
airways that get
Protects lungs
gradually small and end
Did you know..?
in alveoli (see next box)
Below the lungs is
the diaphragm.
When it twists it causes hiccups, your body trying to untwist it!

Key Word Definitions
Balanced Diet – Food intake that contains all of the vital food groups in correct amounts.

Breathing Rate – The number of breaths taken per minutes
Diffusion – The movement of particles from a high to a low concentration
Digestive System – Organs involved with the break down and absorption of food
Enzymes- Special protein molecules that speed up chemical reactions.
Exhale – Breath out
Gas Exchange – The movement of gases into and out of the blood stream from the lungs
Heath Rate – Number of heart beats per minute; resting should be between 60-80 beats per minutes
Inhale – Breath in
Respiration / Respire – Process in cells that uses oxygen and glucose to provide energy to muscles

Command Words
Questions in your exam, and your booklet, will
begin with these command words. You need to
know what they mean so that you know what the
question is asking you to do.
State – Write down information
Plot – Mark points on a graph using information given

Sketch – Produce a drawing without a ruler
Estimate – Find a rough number from the information
Identify – Chose key details from information
Calculate – Work out an answer using numbers
Show that – prove a statement is correct
Deduce – Come to a decision using information

Explain – Say how or why something happens
Describe – Say what a pattern is or link facts together
Compare and contrast – similarities and differences
Predict – Say what you think might happen
Discuss – Pick out a point and talk about reasons
Justify – Give evidence for your opinion
Evaluate – Make a decision based on information
Assess- Decide whether information is correct
Devise – Plan a method or experiment
Suggest – what could have happened?
Apply – Use your knowledge in a new situation
Label – Add information to a diagram

Key Science Skills – 6 Mark Questions
In each exam you will have one 6 mark question. This is a longer answer question and requires more
detail/ explanation that the other questions.
You will see a * symbol next to the question. This means that your SPAG is assessed. You need to
write in full sentences with good grammar. Your spelling of key scientific words will be marked. Your
SPAG is worth 1 of the 6 marks.
Read through the example on how to answer 6 mark questions.
Lucy is trying to have a healthy diet and get fitter but she is not sure how to change her
lifestyle. She currently only exercises when she has to in P.E and her diet consists mainly of
carbohydrates and meat.
Suggest to Lucy what she could do to improve her health. Justify your suggestions so that
Lucy can understand why you have made them . (6 marks)
The first thing we do is look at the command
word. In this case, there are 2 command words,
suggest and justify. Look at the list to see what
they mean.

Secondly, it is important to read the
information about Lucy’s current lifestyle so
you can decide what she needs to change. Use
the other side of this sheet for help.

Model Answer
Lucy is keen to improve her diet and fitness so that she can be healthier. Having a healthy
balanced diet will help prevent diseases caused by poor diet, such as obesity or anaemia.
You have introduced the question and explained why it is important to have a healthy diet.
Now you need to suggest how she could have a balanced diet.
Lucy has said that her diet is made up of mainly carbohydrates and meat. Meat is a good source
of protein which is need for your body to grow and repair itself whilst carbohydrates are a good
source of energy. However, having too many carbohydrates could cause her to gain weight. She
needs to make sure that she also includes other food groups in her diet such as vegetables (to get
the minerals her body needs), fat (to keep her warm and provide energy) and dairy to provide
calcium needed for strong bones. The biggest portion missing from her diet are vegetables and so
this is where she should start making improvements.
You have now suggested and justified how she Lucy should change her diet, but the questions also
mentions her fitness. You now need to make a suggestion about this.
Lucy says she only exercises when she is doing P.E. She should start to exercise a little more to
increase the strength of her muscles and bones, along with improving her respiratory fitness.
The underlined words show the key scientific words that need to spelt correctly. Not using key
scientific language will cause you to lose marks.

